Metatron 4025 Hunter
What is the Metatron 4025 Hunter?
The Metatron 4025 Hunter is an advanced non-invasive
diagnostic device, based on cutting-edge technology
developed in Russia. It employs Bio-Resonance or NLSdiagnostics to scan and assess the functional state of the
body.
Utilizing the latest
abnormalities at the
helix-, and molecular
using the Metatron
system.

in non-linear analysis, it detects
tissue-, cellular-, chromosomal-, DNA
level. All abberations can be corrected
4025 Hunter’s integrated treatment

Metatron scans all body systems in a single session:



Nervous system ……………….



Cardiovascular system ……



Digestive system ……………..



Musculoskeletal system …



Respiratory system …………



Endocrine system ……………



Urinary system ………………...



Reproductive system ……..



Skin …………………………………….

How does it work?
Utilizing patented trigger sensors in the headphones and the system’s advanced algorithm, a

virtual 3D model of the patient’s organs are created, highlighting specific weaknesses and
imbalances.

Applications:
Metatron is especially helpful in:














Chronic, degenerative illnesses, including autoimmune diseases
Immune weakness & chronic infections
Acute and chronic pain and inflammation
Chronic fatigue
Sleep disorders, depression, and other mental/emotional conditions
Migraines, allergies, eczema
Hormonal disturbances, menopause, PMS, infertility
Conditions of the elderly
Paediatrics: growth problems, behavioural difficulties

Musculoskeletal conditions, including: back pain, joint pain, arthritis, rheumatism
Injuries, bone fractures
Sports medicine, preparation for competition

Advanced 3D Scanning:
During a session, the gross changes in tissues are shown on a macro level first, before

showing histological sections of the relevant tissue. Then, after histological analysis, the
search of significantly changed cells is carried out in order to detect changes in cellular
structure. This algorithm then goes to the chromosomal level, looking for changes in
separate chromosomes, before analysis of the DNA helix.

Alternative Diagnostics:


Acupuncture points by Folle (hands and feet)



Iridology



Auriculodiagnostics

Treatment Options:
After the analysis, the Metatron 4025 Hunter can treat the client using integrated META
Therapy, Phytotherapy, Stone therapy, Acupuncture and Iridology-based therapy.
Treatment is carried out on eight levels:
1. Molecular
2. Ultrastructure
3. DNA helix
4. Chromosomal
5. Nucleus
6. Cellular
7. Tissue
8. Organ
The user can observe the effectiveness directly on the screen. A comparative analysis shows
the changes that took place before and after treatment.
According to the same principles, Metatron 4025 Hunter is capable of measuring oscillations
of remedies such as food supplements, homeopathic remedies, etc. By means of this
function, it can find the most efficient remedy for the patient.
Metatron 4025 Hunter can identify which therapeutic measures will be the most effective.

Accuracy:
Anatomical structure 85-98%
Histological models 85-90%
Genetic and chromosomal models 80-90%
Number of computer graphic models of organs and tissues - 1432

Number of digitized spectral etalons of preparations and processes - 13933

For more information, contact:

Neogenesis Medical Systems
(e): info@neogenesissystems.com
(t): +27(0) 82 301 4114
(w): www.neogenesissystems.com

